
Agenda
Criminal Justice Task Force Meeting

Date: April 25th, 2022, 6:30 - 7:30pm
Facilitator: Allan Nyaribo - Co Chair
Note Taker: Allan Nyaribo
Attendees:Allan Nyaribo, Marta Idowu, Sarah Lippek, Valerie, Jason, Natasha
Benet, Ty Grandison, Austin CPC
Next meeting: 5/9/22

Agenda Suspended to discuss status of Amicus in light of City Memos:

Matters Arising
Issues: Jason

1. Revocation of attorney client privilege by commission to be pursued by
commission?

2. Conflict of interest analysis with the city.
3. City giving advice which was not sought.
4. Ask the city to take a stand publicly on whether there exists a conflict of interest or

whether the city is declining the commission to pursue amicus.
5. Ask the city to make a public declaration that they would SHRC to not pursue

Amicus.
Howard:

1. Is it clearly denying the SHRC to seek a pro bono lawyer? Is the city asking SHRC
to cease and desist?

2. Has the CAU, at any time over the last 3 weeks, ever issued a direct or indirect
threat that there would be legal consequences to the SHRC pursuing amicus status
in DOJ v. City of Seattle

3. The SHRC has now given the CAO 18 days to figure this out. What is there to
wait for? Has the CAO ever told the SHRC not to pursue amicus status?

4. 1. Vote as a whole commission to publicly reveal the pressure from the City
Attorney's Office, needs to happen

5. The SHRC has now given the CAO 18 days to figure this out. What is there to
wait for? Has the CAO ever told the SHRC not to pursue amicus status?

6. Invite the City or CPC to the task force meeting?
7. Need to set firm deadlines on when to bring this matter to the commission for a

vote to decide to make the city’s position public.



Sarah Lippek
1. Does the commission call the city’s bluff and have the city declare publicly

that it does not want the commission to pursue Amicus.
2. A possible way forward (political, not legal, and not constituting legal

advice.) 1. Vote as a whole commission to publicly reveal the pressure from
the City Attorney's Office. 2. Request a public-facing memo from the City
Attorney's office - with a deadline attached.

3. There are procedures, as far as I remember, for voting off-cylce if needed,
OR to add specific items to the monthly agenda

Natasha Benet:
1. Understands the frustration but the commission needs time to weed through the

memos to come to a decision. Needs of clear communication from both parties.
Valerie
one of the commissioners (Allan?) is sending a letter to the CAO asking them to give a
yes or no answer to the conflict of interest question, with a 48 hr deadline for a reply.
And that letter will ask CAO for a statement to that fact that can be made public
If that is correct, should one of the task force help craft text of the email?
That whatever CAO answers, HRC Commissioners will meet to vote on making this
news public.
And that you could, and would, arrange to meet for that vote before another month
passes.

1. City Attorney’s - Ariel Schneier Letter Delegation of the SHRC to pursue
litigation on behalf of the city.

2. Work Plan for Amicus Status - Delegation of duties
3. Collateral tasks arising out of Amicus status


